There are dark shadows on the earth, but its lights are stronger in the contrast. Some men, like bats or owls, have better eyes for the darkness than for the light. We, who have no such optical powers, are better pleased to take our last parting look at the visionary companions of many solitary hours, when the brief sunshine of the world is blazing full upon them.
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SINCE the mid-1960s, Joseph Kosuth has been working to transform the artwork from an ideologically hazy fantasy object to an analytical tool through which our larger cultural structures can be probed and altered. From the very beginning he replaced the physical object with the linguistic proposition, and cast the proposition within tautological loops that made it a self-sufficient unit of meaning. One and Three Chairs (1965), a seminal piece comprising a chair, its photographic representation and its definition (copied straight from the dictionary), is emblematic of the work of this period, as is One and Eight – A Description (1965), a neon piece in which eight words – neon, electrical, light, English, glass, letters, red, eight – describe the very work the viewer is facing. A visual artifact is rendered verbal and, in the process, acquires a certain conceptual clarity. Influenced by Ludwig Wittgenstein and other thinkers from the scientifically structured tradition of Anglo-Saxon philosophy, Kosuth sought to make concise statements, free of the existential and ideological baggage that accrued around the paintings and sculptures that, until then, characterised mainstream modernism.

From the beginning, reacting against the Greenbergian discourse that dominated most visual arts thinking of the time, Kosuth called for artworks to break out of the prison of media specificity. He spoke of a need for artists to leave behind the specific (particular media) and instead focus on exploring a general definition of art. It was a matter of learning to ignore the absolute question of what a painting or a sculpture could be (artists like Ad Reinhardt, in Kosuth’s view, had already driven this line of enquiry to its logical conclusion) and grasp how art, as a cultural process that explores and alters the very culture in which it functions, can be aware of how it operates.

Not only did Kosuth use language as his primary “material” in order to sidestep the restrictive structure of specific media, but, uneasy with showing in galleries, he began looking for new outlets for his projects. Throughout the 1970s he worked with newspapers, street banners and billboards, seeking to break out of the cycle that turns artworks, especially those produced within the frames of reference of painting and sculpture, into a series of “arranged forms” that add up to a style. “When your activity is perceived as style,” Kosuth wrote, “it has been alienated from reality... But art-making is a process, an ongoing dynamic, not the static sum of its residue.” As something that codifies the concerns and expressive range of an artist, rather than engaging the
The Language of Equilibrium, which took place on the island of San Lazzaro as a collateral event to the Venice Biennale, he borrowed the definition of the word ‘water’ as it appeared in the 1749 Armenian dictionary. The dictionary was compiled by Abbot Mekhitar of Sebastia, the founder of the Mehihranian Order, a group of monks who, fleeing persecution in Constantinople in the 18th century, ended up living on the island. In a sprawling yellow neon text he juxtaposed the English and Italian counterparts, ‘water’ and ‘acqua’, in order to reveal the relationship of language to site and history. In a description that accompanied the project Kosuth wrote: “Here, in this work, language becomes both an allegory and an actual result…”

This may be a good description of the role played by language throughout Kosuth’s work, which has served as both a concrete fact and as a stage through which to explore the production of meaning.
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Paragraph ['pərəɡraf], s. der Absatz, Abschnitt, Paragraph; das Paragraphenzeichen ($). —er, s., —ist, s. der Schreiber kleiner Zeitungs- artikel. —ic [—'græstɪk], adj. paragraphisch, in Paragraphen.

Symbol ['sɪmbəl], s. das Emblem, Symbol; (cred) das Symbolum. —ic(al) [—'bolək(əl)], adj., —ically, adv. symbolisch, symbolisch; —ical of, symbolisch für. —ics, pl. used as sing. die Symbolik. —ism [—ɪzm], s. die symbolische Darstellung; der Symbolismus. —ist [—ɪst], s. der Symbolist. —istic [—'ɪstɪk], adj., —istically, adv. symbolistisch, symbolhaft. —ization, —ization [—arɪzeɪʃən], s. die Ver- symbolisation, Symbolisierung; see —ism. — ize, — ise [—aɪz]. I. v.t. ver- symbolisieren, symbolischen, symbolisch darstellen, symbolisieren. II. v.t. in Sym- bolen schreiben or sprechen etc.; symbolisieren.